Musical Comedy a Big Success

"Musical Racketeers" Given to Packed House by Kappa Gamma and Phi Mu Groups

When good fellows get together, there is sure to be something interesting and delightful. Such was the case last Wednesday night. A local group of Phi Mu Alpha and Kappa Gamma Phi fraternity members performed in a rather quaint but most entertaining version of "Musical Racketeers," a musical comedy presented by the National Educational Association.

The show was presented in the Little Theatre, an ideal setting for the music and dance amid the shrillness of fire alarms and of course. Middletown is a two-hour drive from the University, and it is always a welcome diversion to hear the lively strains of the music and see the performers in action.

Publicity Service

As Seegers gain positions they see the public's demand for public relations. This can be done just as the positions are secured.

Symphony Offers Third Program in Beethoven Series

Second Symphony and Preludes by Alexander with Studie Leaders

Due to the stormy weather on Sunday night, people who planned to hear the symphony were disappointed. The audience was large, and many of the listeners who arrived late were turned away. However, the performance was postponed, and the audience will be able to enjoy the music in the near future.

Athletic Chef and Hot Dog

Student Council and the Athletic Association Sponsor Alfords at Set-Up

On Wednesday evening, April 21, the Athletic Association of Ithaca College held a special event in the wings awaiting "her" cue in "The Duenna". The musical is a classic, and the audience was engaged in the performance.

CHOIR GRADUATES NEXT YEAR'S SENIOR RECITALS

On Monday evening, May 2, the Ithaca College Choir will present their spring concert, "Music and Poetry: A Century of American Music." The program will feature works by composers from the 19th century to the present.

BARONINE NEEDS TO HAVE A BIG SLATE

The Ithaca College basketball team is gearing up for a big season. The new season will be under the direction of Coach Joseph Lautner, a former star player.

W.S.G.A. Holds Its Annual Elections

Jace Keeling is chosen as President. Vermont Moore Heads Outside Girls' Election Close

The executive board of the W.S.G.A. announced the election of Jace Keeling as President. Vermont Moore heads outside the girls' election close.

(Continued on Page Four)

Gals' Creel Club Broadcasts Sings Over Rochester Station Directed by Joseph Lautner; Members Hear "Lucia"

On Monday afternoon, April 25, the Little Symphony Orchestra of the University of Rochester, under the direction of Joseph Lautner, will present a program of radio music at the Ithaca College radio station. The program will include a selection from the movie "Lucia di Lammermoor," composed by Verdi. The performance will be broadcast from the studio of the Little Symphony Orchestra in Elocution Hall, and the members of the orchestra will be able to enjoy the music as it is performed.

(Continued on page four)

(Continued on page four)

(Continued on page four)
WASHINGTON CATHEDRAL
Washington Cathedral was opened for the first time in its entirety on Tuesday afternoon, March 11, by Archishop Cardinal Francis J. Spellman. The occasion was marked by the consecration of the cathedral's first cathedral organ, by the installation of the cathedral's first bishop, and by the dedication of the cathedral's first statue, of St. John the Baptist.
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FRATERNITY NOTICES

Phi Mu Alpha
Walter Voss

Congratulations to two more of our brothers. The lucky ones this time are Joe Beckell and George Fichtard, who have received positions as musical supervisors in the school for next year.

Phi Delta Pi
Catherine Conlin

Is there anyone, I wonder, who ever arrives at the point of being completely caught up, nothing to do and can relax without feeling that "I should be doing this term paper or that term paper, or get those letters written"? I would like to meet that person and ask him or her to describe the feeling. It certainly is a scarcity, and of late I would say that the Phi Delta is having hard times.

About two weeks ago, several of our members left to attend the National Physical Education Convention in Philadelphia. Following that was a convention of the Eastern chapters of Phi Delta Pi. About ten Theta's were present and brought back very interesting reports of all the business meetings which they attended. We received some very helpful information, and some fine statements of the work Phi Delta Pi is doing in the athletic and physical education circles. These conventions make one realize the influence of a fraternity and the vast amount of good which can be accomplished in education through these national organizations.

Hardly back from the convention, we found we were faced with the Athletic Hop, the Phi Delta Kappa dinners and dance, the Delta Phi Kappa bridge party, and the Musical Renactors. At each of these entertainments the Phi Delta had a very good time and wish to congratulate the organizations which fostered their presentations.

We have had many visitors.

EFFICIENT SERVICE FOR MUSIC SUPERVISORS AND DIRECTORS

A complete stock—All publications, instrumental and vocal music, methods, apparatus, scores, piano, harp, organ and organ accessories, instruments, accessories and an excellent line of sheet music. We specialize in Finance Plans for Schools and Organizations.

Please send your own free "MUSIC SERVICE" guide.

MUSIC SERVICE
111 East 14th St., New York City

---

FLANNEL and CORD "SLACKS"

Delta Phi
Marguerite Baker

We would like to introduce you to our pledges. They are Pauline Barron, Gladys Hauver of the Phi Ed. department; Marjorie Kellogg, Frances Alexander, Mary Custer, Mildred Smith, Mary Zanin and Marie Ward of the music department; Florence Gillette, Julia Brown, Laura Knipe and Dorothy Fuchs of the drama school. They have been kept busy with pledging duties during the last week, the most important of which was a breakfast which they served at the house for our members and prospective. The meal more than compensated for our early rising. After the symphony concert on Sunday the pledges again entertained us with a presentation of an original skit. Agnes Witch and Virginia Hixman went home for the week-end. Dorothy Currie's parents visited her on Sunday.

Accords
Dorothy Currie

During the past few weeks, the Senior members of the fraternity have been exceedingly busy preparing their recital programs. The majority of these programs are of the miscellaneous type, and there have been several new plays presented in monologue form. The work as a group shows careful preparation by the individual and interpretation of the selections.

FLANNEL and CORD "SLACKS"

Delta Phi Kappa
Doris Becker

Mrs. Idaire Yawitz, Miss Marjorie Rockwell and Mr. Raymond Benjaman succeeded in out-scoring the others at our bridge party last Tuesday evening. Our only regret concerning this function was that more people did not take the opportunity to gaze upon the living quarters of the three girls in the front room. We fear they will never be the same again.

Pledge service was held for Helen Hickey Clark on Wednesday afternoon at Norman Hall. Just at present, our group is concentrating on our "Principles report". After that is over, we hope to have more news.

Delta Phi Epsilon
Sally Less

Last Thursday evening, James Martin and Eva Stick were initiated into membership in Mu Phi Epsilon.

On Wednesday afternoon, April 19, Jeanne King portrayed a graduation organ recital at the Methodist Church. She played Prelude and Fugue in E minor—Bach; In Sestet—Ravens; Introduction—Smith; Night—Jenkins; Choral and Organ Cantique from "Suite Gotique"—Boillon. Marguerita Shanaman was also on the program and played Prelude in C Major by Bach.

Eula Trimou and Marjorie

FRATERNITY NOTICES

Phi Mu Alpha
Walter Voss

Betty Keen spent last week-end with us. Jane Smith dropped in to say "hello". She is all excited about the parents' day program she is arranging for the Phi Mu parents in Canada. Betty Dorrity, the former Grand President, was born for the week-end to attend the Phi Delta Kappa convention in E.K. dance. Miss Chambone was here for the same reason.

And now congratulations seem to be in order; first to Martha, who recently announced her engagement to Chuck Meade. Should we say, may all your troubles be little ones? Next, to Belle States, who has signed on the dotted line. Well, Belle, the best wishes for success, and may you go from strength to strength in every Phi Delta. And now June, who has been elected as president of W.J.A.G. We know that you will satisfy.

Maybe now, dear readers, you can understand why the Phi Delta are wondering if there is such a thing as "Time on my hands".

Delta Phi Kappa
Doris Becker

Mrs. Idaire Yawitz, Miss Marjorie Rockwell and Mr. Raymond Benjaman succeeded in out-scoring the others at our bridge party last Tuesday evening. Our only regret concerning this function was that more people did not take the opportunity to gaze upon the living quarters of the three girls in the front room. We fear they will never be the same again.

Pledge service was held for Helen Hickey Clark on Wednesday afternoon at Norman Hall. Just at present, our group is concentrating on "that Principles report". After that is over, we hope to have more news.

Delta Phi Epsilon
Sally Less

Last Thursday evening, James Martin and Eva Stick were initiated into membership in Mu Phi Epsilon.

On Wednesday afternoon, April 19, Jeanne King portrayed a graduation organ recital at the Methodist Church. She played Prelude and Fugue in E minor—Bach; In Sestet—Ravens; Introduction—Smith; Night—Jenkins; Choral and Organ Cantique from "Suite Gotique"—Boillon. Marguerita Shanaman was also on the program and played Prelude in C Major by Bach.

Eula Trimou and Marjorie

---

ITHACA COLLEGE SENIOR BALL

Paul Sabin
AND HIS 12-PIECE MANHATTAN TOWERS ORCHESTRA

Friday, May 13th 11-3
CRESCENT BALLROOM

Tickets available at College Administration office and at door.
hold its first outdoor practice last Friday evening. No one but the Ithaca police department, local officials, and officers of the fire department will be present. The bleachers will be well populated on the good-weather day. The first base placing has been chosen, and the idea behind the plan is that the bleachers will be placed on the good-weather day. The field舀s first baseman will be stationed at first base, Archie Stearns and Frank Arioli are batting at second, and an area for easy fielding has been chosen. Near the center field candidate for the shortstop pitcher is chosen. Jim Mackey has been working at third base in a sharp attempt to win the Larrone at Conquin Tusscon. The result will be a matter of interest. He has an excellent chance of good work, and there are chances of having a sharp attack. The following candidates survived the first cut: Infielders—Dennis Pettygrove, G. L. Pritchard, Clay- ne, Alonzo R. Reilly, Leonard Reynolds, Rebold, Collard, Arlito, A. F. Reynolds, Trever. Outfielders—Ausdale, A. A. Bryan, A. D., Ander, D. Andrea, Pichner, Sawyer, Berthold, Holla, Max- well, W. R. Peterson, F. A. Reily, Fol- schum and Goodman.

CHIESE HEAD OF GLEE CLUB TO DEPUTY FROM ROCHESTER

The audience was greatly assisted in the charm of this delightful social event by the strict adherence given to the climbing room which brings about the music and the value of the color which is used to give room. It was the in breaking movement of the program which was most absolutely striking in the program. Mr. P. Y. O. S. was the first to be presented by the committee. The combination of music and comedy has been brought about until there is no better medium to be used in the strife of the change. The fourth and last movement to this symphony was well done by Mrs. G. H. F. S. S.

For the final number on the pro- gram, Schubert’s ‘‘Unfinished Overture’’ Preludium by Johann Junior. This was a great hit and the high-flying girl to the program. 

GIRLS’ GLEE CLUB DUES REASON TO DEPUTY AND SYMPHONY OFFERS THIRD PROGRAM IN BEETHOVEN SERIES

It would be equally preposterous to expect perfection in a show of this sort. The audience expected a comic opera, and were given a fairly traditional opera. But they were satisfied as they are, the audibles of which is, that the voices of the music adds only to its edges. Lucia, in this scene, seems to be an overworked and before the beginning of the services was played by Rachel Mar­

In order to begin the scene, Edgardo, waiting for Erminia, learns that he has left Scotland, and likewise for Enrico of the death of Lucia. In a scene, where Edgardo revives a flower which deepens as it proceeds, Edgardo hopes his soul may soon join that of his beloved. His dress bears the stamp of a dashing art, and in spite of efforts of Raimondo, his self and his voice forth his soul to the stern- ness from whence herokins his be- loved Lucia.

SYMPHONY OFFERS THIRD PROGRAM IN BEETHOVEN SERIES

It would be equally preposterous to expect perfection in a show of this sort. The audience expected a comic opera, and were given a fairly traditional opera. But they were satisfied as they are, the audibles of which is, that the voices of the music adds only to its edges. Lucia, in this scene, seems to be an overworked and

MUSICAL COMEDY HAS SUCCESS TUESDAY EVENING

The Phi Mu Alpha and the

flute to the program. 
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